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last longer than conventional drive belts. However, these belts tend to wear from the inside out,
and tears, splits and cuts are not readily noticeable. Closely inspect the belt on your Escort
every six months or sooner and if you see any signs of wear, replace it--even it's before the
recommended 60, miles. Park your car in a safe place away from traffic. If you have an Escort
with a 2. You will need to raise the front of your vehicle to reach the belt tensioner from
underneath. Open the hood and locate the belt diagram on the upper radiator support and
compare the belt routing to the actual routing of the installed belt. Make sure it is the same. If it
is different or there is no label on your car, make a quick sketch on a piece of paper of how the
belt runs around the pulleys. You can use it as a reference during installation. Raise the front of
your vehicle using a floor jack and place two jack stands under the frame for support, if you
have a 2. From under the vehicle, insert a 13mm socket and ratchet on the center bolt of the
tensioner pulley, if you have a 2. Rotate the automatic tensioner toward the front of the vehicle
using the ratchet or breaker bar to release the belt tension. If you have a 2. Slip the serpentine
belt off the belt tensioner pulley by hand as you hold the automatic tensioner in the release
position. Compare the new serpentine belt with the old one. The new belt might be slightly
shorter than your old belt but both should have the same configuration. Run the new belt
through the pulleys, except the tensioner pulley. Use the diagram on your vehicle or your notes
as a reference, if necessary. From under the vehicle, insert the socket and ratchet on the center
bolt of the tensioner pulley, if you have a 2. Rotate the tensioner toward the front of the vehicle.
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people think that vehicles just run on gas. But the fact is without electricity your ride isn't going
anywhere. Electricity delivers the spark to the engine and power to the starter to keep your
vehicle driving down the road. When the alternator begins to fail, it can cause the battery to
drain and will eventually leave you stranded by the side of the road. In addition to the starter
and ignition system, your alternator also has to supply electricity to all of the electronic
accessories in your vehicle including lights, heater fans, stereo systems, and GPS navigation. If

you have added accessories that draw a lot of power, like a high-output stereo, then your stock
charging system might not be able to keep up. These high-output units are designed to take on
the additional strain of added electrical draw, and will keep you running reliably down the road.
Q: What is an alternator? Why buy one? A: The job of the alternator is to keep your battery
charged up and supply electricity to your vehicle when the engine is running. High-output
alternators replace your original unit with an alternator that can produce more power with every
rotation of the engine. These performance units are ideal for vehicles equipped with large-draw
electrical accessories such as aftermarket lights or powerful stereo systems. A worn out
alternator can cause premature battery failure, poor stereo performance or even dim headlights.
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that she had previously owned. Within a month the alternator blew and my battery was
slaughtered because of it. A friend of mine who knows alot about cars then charged the battery
and installed that and it worked for about a week. Then my car wouldnt start one morning so I
figured that the previous bad alternator sucked the life out of my battery so then I replaced that
as well, and just today, my brand new 3 day old battery has died on me yet againâ€¦but this time
at an intersection. My car battery light came on and head lights and car turned off. Any
suggestions as to what is causing this problem so I can look in on it?!? I bet you feel like
slaughtering it now! Ok, it sounds like your battery keeps loosing charge, so what causes this
to happen? The belt on the alternator is slipping, and not turning the alternator fast enough, you
will usually hear a high pitched squealing noise as the belt slips and spins excessively. Loose
or dirty battery cables, if you can move the battery cables on the battery with your bare hands,
they are loose and need to be tightened. I have a nice scare on my wedding ring finger where I
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professional mechanical help, but I think you and your friend are more than capable of figuring
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to ask your mechanic to make a set of auxiliary wires, and run them from the battery directly to
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